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Lj(G, /^-multipliers 
V. S. K. ASSIAMOUA 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, G will be a locally compact group and A a complex 
Banach algebra. 
In [9] M I N G - K A M CHAN characterizes the L^iG, ^-multipliers for algebras 
having a weak (hence a strong) bounded approximate identity. 
By the present work, we prove that the characterizations remain true even in 
case A doesn't possess such an approximate identity, using the fact that any Banach 
algebra is contained in a Banach algebra with identity. Next, we enter upon the 
situation (not considered in [9]) where G is compact, non abelian. Doing this, we 
are induced to extend the notion of Fourier—Stieltjes transform of a vector measure. 
2. Terminology 
2.1. Vector measures. Let S be a locally compact (Hausdorff) space and E, 
a real or complex normed space. Denote by JT(S, E) the vector space over the same 
field as E of all continuous functions on S into E, having compact supports, and 
write JiT(S) for j f (SV R). 
Let F be a real Banach space. By definition, an F-valued vector measure on S 
is a linear mapping m: 3f(S)—F such that, for every compact set K<zS, there 
exists a non negative constant <xK and. | |w( / ) | l^a K sup | / (0 l for every function 
t € S 
/with support in /w(/) is also written > 
/ fdm, f /(t)dm(t) or ff(t)dm(t). 
s s 
(See [2], chap VI, § 2, no. 1.) 
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Suppose now F is complex and consider the underlying real Banach space F0. 
Then any R-linear mapping: X(S)—F0 extends uniquely to a C-linear mapping: 
S, C)^F. AS such, we shall always identify every measure m: X(S)-*F0 with 
the corresponding linear mapping (still denoted m) from J f ( S , C) into F, and shall 
call again vector measure, any linear mapping m: X(S, C)—F whose restriction 
to X (S) is a measure (into F0). 
2.2. Bounded measures. A vector measure is said to be dominated if there 
exists a positive measure n such that J / / ( 0 < M 0 | | s / \ № \ d n ( t ) , f£X(S). 
If m is dominated, then there exists a smallest positive measure \m\ called the 
modulus or the variation of m, that dominates it. A positive measure is said to be 
bounded if it is continuous in the uniform norm topology of X(S). 
A vector measure is said to be bounded if it is dominated by a bounded positive 
measure. It is clear that m is bounded if and only if \m\ is bounded ([3], § 3). 
2.3. Integrat ion. Assume fi is a positive measure on S and £ is a Banach 
space. For a function / : S-+E, put 
N„(f) = ( / (\\f(t)\\E)pdn(t)ylp, IS 
* 
where J designates the upper integral ([2], chap. IV, § 1, no. 3). 
N ^ ( f ) = inf{a: ||/(0HE — a> /¿-almost everywhere}. 
The vector space (over the same field as E) of all /¿-measureable functions 
/ : S^E such that N„(/)<<*> is denoted by &p(S,n,E) or Sep(S,E)... and the 
corresponding quotient space SCP(S, fi, E~)\Jf with respect to the closed subspace 
of the negligible functions, by LP(S, fi, E) or Lp(S, E). The seminorm Np induces 
a norm | | . on LP(S, E) which becomes a Banach space. In the sequel, we shall 
write / for the class [ / ] as it is usually done. 
With the positive measure fi on S is uniquely associated a continuous linear 
mapping n: X(5, E)+E given by the equation 
h(p4) = xfi(\j/), x£E, 
([3], 2.11). Since X(S, E) is dense in ^(S, E), n has an extension (still called n) 
to E). The integral of fZ&^S, E) with respect to fi is the value n ( f ) denoted: 
f № d n { t ) . 
s 
(It belongs to E.) 
Now, let m be a dominated measure with values in a Banach space F. Then 
the space SPp(S, m, E) is by definition the space ^(S1 , \m\, E). We associate with 
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m in a unique manner a continuous linear mapping (still called m) from j £ m , E) 
into a Banach space D, provided there exists a continuous bilinear mapping: 
EXF-+D. The corresponding integral J f(t)dm(t) belonging to D, is the value 
m(J) ([3], 8.61. or [2], chap. VI, §2, no. 7). If / € ^ ( 5 , R), put D=F and E= R, 
and the required bilinear mapping is the multiplication by real numbers: R X F-»F. 
2.4. Convolution. The space M1(A)=Mi(G, A) of all bounded .¿-valued 
measures on G is a Banach algebra with the norm ||m||.= J xGd\mI where XG is the 
characteristic function of G, and the convolution 
m*n(f) = / (/ f(st) dm(s)) dn(t), and m, 
shortly written Jj"f(st)dm(s)dn(t). 
Let X be the left Haar measure on G. Identifying fdL^G, X, A) with the bounded 
measure fX defined by 
f m = Jf(t)g(t)dX(t), 
then the functions 
t +f*g(t) = /f(s)g(s-H) ds, / , gdl^iG, A), ds = dX(s), 
t - m *f(t) = / f(s~H) dm(s), mdMM), / 6 G , A), 
and 
t^f*m(t)=ff(ts-1)A(s-1)dm(s), f ^ ( G , A), mdM^A), 
(where A is the modular function of G), belong to Li(G, A). Consequently, Li(G, A) 
appears as a two-sided ideal of Mx(A). 
2.4.1. Lemma. Let rs, s£G, be the right translation: tsf{t)=f(ts~r). Then 
(i) Ts(/*g) = / * t s g = (A{s)xs--if)*g, / , gZL^iG, A), 
(ii) xs(m*g) - m*isg, m£Mx(A) and gtl^iGyA). 
The proof is straightforward. 
2.4.2. Lemma. If m is bounded and m*g=Q or g*m—0 for every gZJf (G) 
or for every g£tf(G, A), then m=0. 
See [3], 24.35 for the proof. 
From now on, we shall write dt for dX(t). 
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3. Lí(G, ^-multipliers for general locally compact groups 
3.1. Defini t ion. A left Li(G, ^-multiplier is a continuous linear operator 
T: L1(G,A)-*L1(G,A) suchthat 
(3.1.1) raT = TVj, s£G and T(xf) = xT(f), x£A, /€¿i(G, A). 
A right Li(G, y4)-multiplier is respectively defined. Now, any result true for 
left multipliers has its ánalogue for right multipliers. Therefore we are going to 
study the left multipliers only, and omit the word "left" and sometimes the symbol 
"LiiG, A)". By [6], it is not necessary to include continuity in the definition of 
multipliers. We do it only to avoid superfluous discussions. 
We are going to use in the proof of the next theorem a number of facts that we 
want to point out now. 
* * 
3 . 2 . Extension of L I ( G , ^ -mul t ip l i e r s to J L I ( G , A). In the sequel, A will 
be the Banach algebra obtained by joining an identity e to A. We recall that A is 
* 
a two sided maximal ideal in A. 
* 
3.2.1. Lemma. The space L^iG, A) is norm isomorphic to the direct sum 
AÍG, A)®eL1(G). 
* * 
Proof. It is known that A^A®eC. Hence every may be 
represented as f=f+e<p, feLS<j,A) and (p^L^G). To see it, put f—PoF and 
* 
e<p=(I—P)oF where P is the projection operator: A—A. Indeed, / and cp are 
integrable ([4] p. 480 and [3], 8.3). 
3.2.2. Lemma. Let T be an (G, A)-multiplier. Then T is extendable to an * * 
La(G, A)-multiplier T and thére exists a linear operator 
T: Li(G) — Za(G) such that T(xcp) = xz(<p), x^A and (p^I^iG). 
Proof. The condition T(xf)=xT(f) in (3.1.1) shows that T is an ^-module 
homomorphism on Z^G, A); hence according to [2], § 1, no. 1, T has an extension £ * # 
T which is C- and ^4-linear on L^{G, A)- Thus, for X=x+e£ in A and F— 
=f+ecp in L]_(G,A) we have: 
f(XF) = T(xf+y+x(p+e&) = xT(f)+ZT(f)+xT(ecp)+iT(etp). 
m * * 
Put t= the restriction of T to eL^G). Since r | ^ o > i 0 = T, it is clear that 
h m = xT{f)+ZT(f)+x$(eq>)+tf(e<p) = (x+eOT(f)+(x+e&(e<p) = XT(F). 
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The definition of T proves that x(e(p)=ex(q>) for some linear mapping T : L 1 ( G ) — 
—^(G). Hence T=T+ex. 
For and (p^L^G), x<p£Li(G, A); then 
T(x<p) = T(xeq>) — xz(ecp) = xr (<p). 
It is easy to deduce that T is continuous, ||T|| S | | R | | and T S T = T T S . N O W , 
Hr(F)|| J * I IWII^+I IT^IU s I I W I I M + M I M I ^ 
^ ¡riKH/llx^+llfl'lli) = lirilBFIIj. 
* 
Hence T is continuous. Finally 
*,T(F) = x3T{f)+ex,x{<P) = T(x,f)+ex(x,q>) = Tx,(F). 
* - .* 
Therefore, T is an L^iG, ^-multiplier. 
Now, here is the first main theorem: 
3.3. Theorem. Let T be a continuous linear operator from Li(G, A) into 
Lx(G, A). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(3.L1) TX, = T,T, siG and T(xf) = xT{f), x£A, f^L^G, A), 
(3.3.1) T(f*n)=T(f)*n, f€L,(G, A), n£M,(G,C), 
(3.3.2) T(J*g) = T(f)*g, fandg<LLx(G,A), 
(3.3.3) T ( f ) = m*f for some m^M1(G, A). 
Proof , (a) Assume (3.1.1) and denote by A! the topological dual of A. Using 
[3] Corollary 14.21, we claim that, if t - ( f ( t ) , g(t)) is negligible for every g£L„(G, A') 
then / , A) is negligible because the assertion is true for functions of the 
form x/<p, x'€ A' and Jf(G), which belong to Z,«, (G, A'). 
We know that L„(G, A^czL^iG, A)'. Let n^M^G, Q and T' be the ajoint 
of T. We have, for g£L„(G, A% 
• f (T(f*n)(t), g(t)) dt = J ( f fits-1)A (s-i) dn(s), r ( g ) ( 0 ) dt = 
= ¡¡(f(ts-i),T'(g)(t))A(s-i)dris)dt. 
Applying Fubini's theorem, we have: 
¡¡(fits-1), T'(g)(t))A(s~x)dn(s)dt = //(f(ts-x),T'(g)(i))A(s-x)dtd^s) = 
> =H(T(f)(ts-*),g(t))A(s->)dtdn(s) 
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according: to (3.1.1). We apply once again the Fubini's theorem. 
/ f (Ti/K's'1), g(t))A(j_1)dtdfi(s) = / ( f T(fXts-i)A(s-*)dn(s), g(t)) dt = 
= /{(T(f)*n)(t), g(t))dt. 
Hence T(f*n)=T(f)*n. Therefore (3.1.1)^(3.3.1). 
(b) Assume (3.3.1). We know that the projective tensor product L^ iG)®^ 
is dense in L^(G, A). Then it suffices to prove (3.3.2) for g=xq>, x£A and cp^L^G). 
Now, putting n=(pX 'm (3.3.1), T(f*xcp)=T(x(f *cp))=xT(f)*q> = T(f)*x<p. Thus 
(3.3.1)=>(3.3.2). 
(c) Suppose (3.3.2). Then, for /e ia(G, A) and j f (G, A) we have 
Tzs(f)*g = T{xs{f))*g = T(A (.s~1)xa-i(f*g)) = Ais-^Tif^-rigj) = 
= dij-1)^/)»^.,^)) = /K^K-W)**) = r sT(f)*g. 
Consequently Txs{f)=xsT{f), / € L I ( G , A) (Lemma 2 . 4 . 2 ) and hence Txs=xsT, 
s£G. Moreover, for x£A, the equalities 
T(xf)*g = T(xf*g) = T(f*xg) = T(f)*xg = xT(f)*g 
hold. 
Therefore (3.1.1) obtains and hence (3.3.2)=>-(3.1.1). We deduce that (3.1.1), 
(3.3.1) and (3.3.2) are equivalent. To show that (3.3.3) is equivalent to them, let us * * 
suppose (3.1.1). Since A has an identity and I^iG), an approximate identity, LX(G, A ) 
* 
possesses an approximate identity. By Lemma 3.2.2., Tis extendable to an L^iG, A)-* * 
multiplier T. Applying [9], Theorem 4 (li) and results on page 181 § 2 to T, we conclude 
* 
that there exists a vector measure m, m£M1(G,A) such that 
T(F) = m*F, F£Li(G, A), 
* . * identifying A with its canonical image in its second conjugate space A" (see 
also [9], page 186, Remark (2)). 
Finally, for A), T(f)=T(f)=m*f, which is (3.3.3). 
Conversely, by Lemma 2.4.1. (ii) and the fact that m*xf=x(m*f), x£A, 
the implication (3.3.3)=>(3.1.1) is clear. This ends the proof of the theorem. 
3.4. Remark, (i) In the proof of Lemma 3.2.2., we saw that the extension * * 
T of T has the form T= T+ex where r is related to T by the equation 
T(xcp) = xx(<p), x€A and (pZI^iG). 
Hence, if A is right faithful i.e. the right annihilator of A is {0}, then T is the unique 
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extention of T which is a multiplier; and uniqueness holds in (3.3.3). This occurs 
for instance when A has a right approximate identity. 
(ii) We shall not repeat the theorem concerning the Fourier transform when 
G is abelian as found in [9]. We shall rather treat the corresponding statement for 
compact groups which is a new fact. 
4. LX(G, ^-multipliers for compact groups 
4.1. Fourier—Stielt jes t ransform. Let m^M^A). The Fourier—Stieltjes 
transform m of m is well known if G is abelian or if G is compact and A = C or R. 
In fact, let G be abelian and denote its character group by C. Then m is defined by 
the equation: 
(4.1.1) m(r)=fr(t)dm(t), T^G, 
where T is the complex conjugate of T [9]. If G is compact and A=C, the equality 
defining m becomes: 
(4.1.2) </n(<rK,f>= f(U^,r,)dm(t), 
where Z is the dual object of G, t/((7), a representative of the equivalent class o£Z 
and H„, the corresponding representation Hilbert space [5]. 
Now, suppose G is compact, non abelian and A^C and R. The formula (4.1.2) 
is no longer meaningful because the mapping: 
is a function from Ha into A and as such, it is impossible to express it as a scalar 
product f/—(m(a)^, tj) in general. The next lemma clarifies the situation. 
4.1.3. Lemma. The mapping HaXHa-»A: 
(£. \i) — f tj) dm(t), mZM^A) 
is sesquilinear and continuous. 
Proof. It is easily checked that the mapping is sesquilinear. Let us show that 
it is continuous. 
Since U^ is unitary for every t£G, the inequality 
\\f(UW,t,)dm(t)\\A №\BMHjm\\ 
holds, and the lemma obtains. 
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4.1.4. Defini t ion. We define the Fourier—Stieltjes transform m of m, m£ 
€MX(A) by the equation: 
m{o№ri) =j(WH, ri)dm(t), and (£, r,)£HaXHa, 
where t7(ff) is fixed once and for all for each a [5]. 
Let E and F be topological vector spaces. Denote by ¿¡C(E, F) the space of the 
continuous linear mappings from E into F, by &(EXE, F) the space of the conti-
nuous bilinear mappings from EXE into F and by (EXE, F) the space of the 
continuous sesquilinear mappings from EXE into F. We know that 38(EXE, F) 
is norm isomorphic to £P(E, &(E, F)) if E and F are Banach spaces [7]. Similarly 
Sf(EXE, F) is norm isomorphic to Z£(E, <£(E, F)). Thus, if G is abelian, Sf(H„X 
XHa, A) Si A for, C in this case, and, if A=C, SP(HaXHa, A)^£e(Ha, H„) 
for compact groups because &(Ha, C)^Ha. Hence 4.1.4 generalizes (4.1.1) and 
(4.1.2). 
4.1.5. Inject ivi ty of the Fourier—Stieltjes t ransform 
Lemma. The map m-+th from M^(A) into JJ £f(H„XH„, A) is one-
to-one. 
Proof. Suppose h—m. Then for any a£Z and any ( i l , t j )£H a XH a 
/ <E7<->{, n) dn(t) = / <E7<-)i, t{) dm(i). 
G G 
In particular J (U^^, ri) d(n—m)(t)=0 for any a, and £ and r\ in an orthonormal 
G 
basis of H„, According to [5] Theorem 27.39 and Remark (a) 27.8, n—m is 
identically 0 on Jf(G). Thus n=m. Therefore the map is one-to-one. 
4.1.6. Fourier—Stielt jes t ransform of a convolut ion 
Lemma. Assume G is compact and consider the set 
&X(A, CT) = {m(o): m£Mx(A), o£Z). 
Define B„by 
Ba($(o), m(°M, r,)= J $(o)№°H, r,) dm(t), <P£ ]J 2>(HaXHa, A), 
G 
m^Ml(A) and (€,ij)£HaXHa. Then 
(i) B„ is a bilinear mapping from SP(HaXH„, A)XMx(A, o) into Sf(HaXHa, A). 
(ii) n£m(o)=Ba(n(<r),m(<T)), (^m^M^XM^A). 
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Proof, (i) For Oil, tf,t,)ZH.XH. and ||<P(ff)ll=sup {\\^(a)(cc, P)\\A: | |a| |^ 
S i ; ||J5||S1}, we have 
f m<T)(U^,r,)\\Adm(t) S M f Xad\m\ = ||*(<R)[|[|£llll>}||IMI 
G G 
Hence B„ is well defined. Thus the continuous (hence |m|-measurable) function 
t—QifiiJJ^Z, tj) from (7 into A is \m\- or equivalently w-integrable. Thus Ba(4>(a)), 
rii(o)£Sf(HaXHa, A) since 
||*.(*(<7),,»»(*))«, ,)\\A f m<r№*/;, r,)\\A d\m\ (i). 
G 
It is obvious that Ba is bilinear, 
(ii) Plainly 
m*n(a)(i, rf) = /(U$a)i, n) d(m*n)(t) = f f (U&Z, rj) dm(s) dn(t) = 
= / / ( m w t , t])dm(s)dn(t) = fm(a)(U^{, l) dn(t) = Ba(m(o), n{c))(Z, r,).. 
Nota t ion : We shall use the notation mXn(p) instead of Ba{m{a),n(a)). 
The second main theorem follows: 
4.2. Theorem. Suppose G is compact. Let T be a continuous linear operator: 
L1(G,A)^L1(G,A). Then 
(4.2.1) T is a multiplier 
if and only if 
(4.2.2) there exists a ¡J 6?(HaXHa,A) such that oil 
T i f ) = $ x f , ftL^G, A). 
* 
Proof. Suppose (4.2.1) and write down T(f)=m*f for some m^M^G, A) 
(Theorem 2.2). Then T(f)=m*f=mX.f. We obtain (4.2.2) if we put <P=m. 
Conversely, suppose (4.2.2). Then 
T{f*g)^m l)=f ri) f f(s)g(s~it)dsdt = 
= f f <P(<T)(UW, r,)/(s)g(s~11) ds dt 
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and, for a£Z, and tj£Ha we have 
(TU>g)(v№ n)=f T(fK°)(UW, n)g(0 dt = JJ <£(<X)№>£, t,)f(s)g(u) du = 
= f f <P(c)(U<°H, ri)f(s)g(s~it) dt = T(f*g)((T)(^, ri). 
Therefore T(f*g)=T(f)*g, the mapping w—m being one-to-one. We conclude 
that T is a multiplier since it is supposed to be continuous. 
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